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“It’s amazing to see how the new ball physics react when real players like Eden Hazard, Neymar and Gareth Bale are involved,” said senior gameplay designer Fabio Andreolli. “By replicating what the players do on the pitch, it’s up to the
player to change the ball’s movement and feel, which creates new opportunities for players and situations.” This season marks the start of a new partnership between EA and Puma, which includes the new Puma PureControl football
boot. Players now have the ability to customize the ball, creating their own unique footballs, of which there are over 100. Players can select their favorite football from over 400 template designs that suit a number of surface types,

including grass, sand and synthetic turf. As a result of the new ball physics, the ball is more responsive and feels more natural. Players can adjust the weight of the ball with new controls. Players can also use the Force Touch feature to
have more control and accuracy with the ball. The new ball speed, drag and lift are also improved. “As we were evaluating physics, we found that physics and skill creation are incredibly important to players,” said game director David de
Tanouart. “FIFA 22 takes these principles and implements them in a way that we think will deliver a richer, more enjoyable experience.” In addition, the ball can now interact with the players and the surrounding environment. Players can

control the ball with a new kick feature that allows players to jump, run and shoot the ball. Players can also possess the ball and use a series of AI-controlled teammates that can tackle, pass and run with the ball. Besides the new ball
physics, FIFA 22 introduces all-new crowd sounds and a new direction for the commentator. Other gameplay improvements include better customization of players, including the ability to customize players’ heads, bodies and shorts, and
the ability to create players based on your own likeness. By utilizing a new video editor, players can make a cameo appearance in a video, such as joining in a celebratory video at a long-standing stadium or walking with a sponsor while

announcing his club. Players can also create and share their own training videos, and view how their team has adapted over the season. FIFA 22 will be available for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One on September 29 in North America and
October 1 in Europe. A new
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Fifa 22 Features Key:

Live out the latest in player, team and stadium upgrades.
Fully customize your club’s kits and make sure you have the latest in club merchandise. For the first time, you can even design a stadium.
A new research & development system that gives you the tools to build the best squad.
New goal celebrations.
More animation & graphical quality improvements. In addition, new cutscenes have been added to some landmark moments such as a new FIFA World Cup or Club World Cup.
New stadium design and atmosphere boosts.
FIFA Ultimate Team – Upgrade your real-life fantasy squad in FIFA Ultimate Team.

FIFA Ultimate Team.

FIFA 22: Ultimate Team comes to FIFA.com, the official FIFA Ultimate Team app, and FIFA.tv on October 16, 2014. For more information on how to get involved or learn more about The Game: the official FIFA app and
website, the Living The Ultimate FIFA Experience, visit www.fifa.com/thegame.

FIFA Ultimate Team.

FIFA 16

September 12, 2014

FIFA 16 starts the season better than ever:

Defying Gravity: Player movement is improved even further, with spectacular aerial acrobatics, jinks, and trickery. A natural ball control revolution, advanced contextual controls, and precision passes: playing and controlling the game has never been easier.
Perfect Set Pieces: Players will now know when a successful set-piece delivery is coming. An intelligent landmark system increases the likelihood of chance-generated, goal-scoring opportunities. And while it was the best view on the pitch, now you can be the star of the show with all-new 3D cameras – zoom in, wide out. See & Hear
how they see you.
Color, Color Everywhere: Color the pitch, the ground, the goal, even the crowd & the sky. Players will have access to more than 60 player kits and specific equipment from around the world.
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"Powered by Football" is the most exciting evolution to FIFA’s award-winning gameplay to date and delivers a deeper connection between you and the game. With all-new camera angles, 50 all-new playable leagues, Real Player Motion
Technology, Dynamic Tactics, new visual effects, improved crowds, better chants and mascots, and more, FIFA 22 delivers a complete game experience. Whether you want to experience the beautiful game from an entirely new angle or
pick out a player and lead your team to victory, FIFA’s new gameplay features offer something for every football fan. FIFA 22 is coming to PlayStation 4, Xbox One and PC. What is Real Player Motion Technology? For the first time ever, all
of FIFA’s players run on their own, true to life, using Real Player Motion Technology. Looking and feeling more realistic than ever before, you’ll feel every kick, tackle and groundstroke in a new way and see every motion with new clarity.
“We’ve brought Real Player Motion to FIFA on the gameplay level,” says Matt Prior, Senior Producer on FIFA. “The game is more beautiful and fluid, the reaction of players looks and feels more realistic, players and crowd animations are
more nuanced and the players’ animations look more sophisticated.” In addition, key gameplay systems have been overhauled for more flexibility and control, including the new Attacking Intelligence System, Dribbling Precision, more-
dynamic player run animations, more attacking options for open play including space between the lines, and more creative passing and shooting options. New Playmaking Improvements A fundamental improvement to online play has

been implemented, which removes unsporting behaviour, making it more enjoyable for players of all levels. “The new anti-cheat system has enabled us to implement a number of player-facing changes, in addition to the reliability
improvements we’ve had,” says Durães. “It’s very difficult to avoid detection, and that’s why we’re implementing changes such as players being frozen, while you try to set up plays and so on, and penalties and free kicks that would be

awarded if detected.” Multiplayer Improvements The new AI deceptions make it far harder to pick up on plays, and improved players’ athleticism and playmaking make them bc9d6d6daa
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FIFA Ultimate Team (FUT) is back and better than ever. This season you can take your FUT squad to the next level with new items, formations, bonuses, and set up a real-life team with friendlies. New Items – Teammate, Default Lineup,
Squad Reserves, FUT “Secret Weapon”, Gold Item – all now available for the first time in FUT. New Formation – The most tactical formation in FIFA, now with a new Special In-Game Formation. Liga ZONA GRANDE – Perform the first full

promotion from the bottom to the top division in a new format that includes a two-legged promotion play-off. New Tournament – Celebrate the FUT era in the upcoming FIFA World Cup™ Qualifier tournament. GOALKEEPERS FIFA 22
includes many great new goalkeeper animations, calling for caution on catches, sliders, and all the usual tricks. STATEMENTS There are now 200 more player, team, and manager statements to find, plus brand-new team and league

histories. GAMEPLAY First-class ball physics and player powers have been improved so that every player feels like a world-class player. You'll experience more accurate, more realistic shots, more realistic movements, and more physically
accurate player powers. Including work on the front post and rebound control, new aggressive and passive hit reactions, enhanced ball speed and shot quality with dribble, and much more. TEAM AND COMPETITION The FIFA team now
makes sure that its match engine is more competitive and fun, to deliver a faster gameplay at the highest level, and a smoother match with more elements. However, this comes at the price of team kits, players and managers being
more realistic and easier to read. This is made possible thanks to a new overall team design that brings forward new graphics and closer and more beautiful player portraits. Each game also has a new game mode that gives you more
freedom to play. Experience a brand-new series of classic and new challenges for fans of this popular franchise. A SIMULATION THAT IS UNSIMILAR An in-depth team- and player-creating tool now makes it easier than ever to play and

create Ultimate Teams. Spend extra coins and create your Dream Team, including training camps, with a feature that not only gives you all the tools you need, but also offers highly detailed advice for how to do things right. BU

What's new:

FIFA 22 brings a whole new FIFA feel to the game through the use of previously-captured, in-game animation files. These new animations and stylings create a more familiar and balanced feel to the sport and
more fun playing the game.
FIFA 22 introduces new features and a ton of new content throughout the game. Player and team kits are all redesigned for the new look and feel of the game, and you can enjoy new offensive kits like the
American Cosmos and classic Italian kits that are exclusive to this year.
Aside from the visual overhaul, several gameplay changes make playing the game more intuitive and rewarding than ever before. There are several new tactics, a new challenge battery that improves the AI skill
and ability to play defense, several new flags and new special match-ups. There are even 12 new stadiums, from many leagues and geographies around the world.
FIFA 22 features a brand new soundtrack featuring over 380 songs, including many new exclusive tracks. All songs are available in all musical genres.
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The next installment in the worldwide phenomenon that is FIFA soccer video game franchise, delivering a new level of authenticity, innovation, and social connectivity. The ability to play as the world's biggest
star remains at the core of FIFA gameplay, but we've also taken features and settings out of the game and made them accessible by way of use of the Control Pad or new One Touch Digital Passes. Our new

Season-Long Journey - play out your own story as you take on the career of your favorite football star. New Real Player Motion Technology (RPM) - deliver smoother, more realistic player animations thanks to a
new engine that accurately models hundreds of muscles in the body. Voice acting and new camera angles bring the game's commentary to life. New Commentary - a multi-talented English speaking cast will
take you through every match and experience every moment of the action live. FIFA 22 also includes improvements to FIFA Ultimate Team, career mode, and the online experience for the first time on any
console. Features: Real Player Motion (RPM): A brand new engine based on the Havok sports engine that more accurately models hundreds of muscles in the body to create more realistic animations and

positioning. The Ultimate Team comes to consoles with improved player card updating, including the introduction of new cards that will be made available over time. The new seasons in Career Mode will give
players new challenges as they progress to each of the major competitions. FIFA Ultimate Team is bigger and better than ever with hundreds of cards from new players and stadiums. A full 4K upgrade on Xbox
One X lets you experience in 4K at 60fps while using HDR and bringing out the true performance of Xbox One X. EA SPORTS "All-Star" lineup in FIFA 22: Cristiano Ronaldo, Lionel Messi, Neymar, Kylian Mbappe,
and Luka Modric. All-Star Matches: The All-Star team will participate in FIFA Ultimate Team MLS All-Stars matches that will feature some of the world's best soccer players in head-to-head competition against
your favorite FIFA Ultimate Team players. Completely re-imagined gameplay on Xbox One X: Powered by Football and FIFA Ultimate Team, the Xbox One X console experience delivers FIFA 22 at its best and is

up to twice as fast as the previous gen console Play solo or online with friends and compete in high-intensity
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